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Abstract 
The article deals with the history of development of competence-oriented approach to the studying of specialists 

in the world and in Ukraine; it presents the basic concepts of competence and competency, provided by national and 
foreign scientists, with regard to their usage in the education system and in the vocational training system. The 
levels of the specialists· competences are given. The components of studying of light industry designers are 
considered The problems of studying, faced by modern garment enterprises of small and medium business, are 
identified It is determined that a specialist in designing of garments must possess the professional competencies in 
order to be competitive in the modern tabor market; especially he must know peifectly the laws of human 
functioning in environmental conditions, have the skills of designing of clothes with increased ergonomic and 
aesthetic properties, possess the techniques of designing of clothes with the help of modern computer programs. It is 
presented that in order to solve the design tasks at garment enterprises, the designer should be able to design 
various types of collections of clothes, be able to generate new ideas, perform technical and creative analysis of 
products, design the products with different base parameters, be able to solve the design tasks with the help of 
modern computer technologies, know the basic stages of design and technological works in light industry, be able to 
reproduce creative idea considering the properties of the material, find solutions for improving the quality of light 
industry products, as well as be able to develop technical documentation for the product. The features of studying of 
designers and fashion designers at Kyiv National University ofTechnologies and Design and other higher education 
institutions of Ukraine, which provide studying of the specialties "Artistic Design, Design and Technologies of 
Garments", "Technologies and Design ofGarments" and "Design ofC/othes", are considered. 
Keywords: professional competency; specialist competence; competency-based education; educational process; 
designing of garments; artistic modeling; design of the clothes. 

UawKeBH'I KaJJHHa, KocTorpnl IOJJiH, Beui'l AuacTaciH 

BH3HA 'IEHHB HEOiiXI,LI.HHX KOMDETEHTHOCTEU CY'IACHHX MO,li,EJIL€PIB
KOHCTPYKTOPIB O,li,BrY 

Anomal(iR 
Y cmammi po3Z.JlJlHYmo icmopi10 po36UmKJI KOMnemeHmHicHo opicHmo6aHozo nioxooy oo niozomooKU f/Jaxi61.1i6 

y C6imi ma 6 YKpai"Hi, HaOaHO OCH06Hi nOHJlmmJl KOMnemeHI.Iii" ma KOMnemeHmHOCmi, JlKi HaOaTOmb 6im'lU3HJIHi ma 
3aKopooHHi HayKoolli, UJoOO iX 3acmocy6aHHJl y cucmeMi oc6imu may cucmeMi npof/JeciuHoi" niozomooKu. Ha6eOeHo 
pi6Hi KOMnemeHllii" cne7.1iClJlicma. Po3Z.JlJIHYmo KOMnoHeHmu niozomo6KU f/Jaxi61.1i6 3 npocKmy6aHHJl 6upo6i6 llezKoi" 
npOMUCJI06ocmi. BcmaHo6JleHo npo6JleMu niozomo6KU Kaopi6, 3 JlKUMU cmuKaTOmbCJl cy'lacHi Ut6eUHi 
nionpuE:Mcm6a cepeOHbozo ma MClJlozo 6i3Hecy. BU3Ha'leHo f/Jaxo6i KOMnemeHmHocmi, RKUMU no6uHeH 60llooimu 
cnelliClJlicm 3 npocKmy6aHHJl Ut6eUHUX 6Upo6i6, UJ06 6ymu KOHK)IpeHmocnpOMOXHUM Ha cy'laCHOMY pUHK)I npa7.1i, 6 
moMy 'lUCRi, oocKOHClJIO 3Hamu 3aKOHOMipHocmi f/JYHKI.IiOHy6aHHJl JITOOUHU 6 yMo6ax Ha6KOJIUUtHbozo cepe006UUJa, 
Mamu Ha6U'lKU npO€Kmy6aHHJl oOJlZ)' 3 ni06UUJeHUMU epZOHOMi'lHUMU U ecmemU'lHUMU 6JlaCmU60CmJl.MU, 60JIOOimu 
MemoOaMU npocKmy6aHHJl OORZy 3a oonoMOZOTO cy'laCHUX KOMn 'TOmepHUX npozpaM. II 0Ka3aHO, UJO OJIJl 6UpiUteHHJl 
npocKmHux 3a60aHb Ha Ut6eUHOMY nionpuE:Mcm6i MOOeJlbcpy-KoHcmpyKmopy Heo6xioHo BMimu npocKmy6amu pi3Hi 
munu KOJleKlliii oi>&y, Mamu 30amHicmb zeHepy6amu H06i ioei; 6UKoHy6amu mexHi'lHUU ma m6op'luii aHClJli3 
6upo6i6, npocKmy6amu 6upo6u 3 pi3HUMU 6uxiOHUMU oaHUMU, BMimu 6UpiUty6amu npocKmHi 3a60aHHJl 3a 
OOnOMOZOTO Cy'laCHUX KOMn 'TOmepHUX meXHOJIOZiU, 3Hamu OCH06Hi emanu npO€KmHO-meXHOJIOZi'lHUX po6im y JleZKiU 
npoMUCJI06ocmi, BMimu 6iOm6opT06amu m6op11uu 3aoyM y 6ionooiOHocmi oo 6Jlacmu6ocmeu MamepiClJly, 3Haxooumu 
piUteHHJl UJOOO ni06UUJeHHJl JlKocmi 6Upo6i6 JleZKOi" npoMUCJI06ocmi, BMimu po3po6JIJlmu mexHi'lHY OOKJIMeHmalliTO 
Ha 6upi6. Po3Z.JlJIHymo oco6Jlu6ocmi niozomo6KU OU3aimepi6 ma MOOellb€pi6-KOHcmpyKmopi6 oORZY y Kui"6CbKOMY 
HalliOHClJlbHOMY yHi6epcumemi mexHolloziu ma OU3aUHY ma iHUtUX 6UUJUX Ha6'lClJlbHUX 3aKJlaOax YKpai"HU, RKi 
30iUCH1010mb Ha6'laHHJl 3a cnelliClJli3al.liJlMU «XyOOXH€ MoOell106aHHJl, KOHCmpyT06aHHJl ma meXHOJIOZii" Ut6eUHUX 
6upo6i6», «TexHollozii" ma OU3aiiH Ut6eiiHux 6upo6i6» ma «/(U3aUH oORzy». 
Kmo'lo6i CJI06a: f/Jaxooa KOMnemeHmHicmb; KOMnemeHlliR cne7.1iClJlicma; KOMnemeHmHicHa oc6ima; oc6imHiii 
npo7.1ec; npocKmy6aHHJl Ut6euHux 6upo6i6; xyooxHc MoOeJIT06aHHR; ou3aim ooRzy. 

1. Statement of the problem 
The training of qualified competitive specialists is one of the main tasks, faced by higher education institutions. 

The main task of the educational process is to develop necessary students' competencies, in particular: the ability to 
work in non-typical circumstances, to think professionally and independently, to use knowledge for solving of 
practical tasks, to be mobile and constructive. In the conditions of modem dynamics of development of fashion 
industry sphere, the spectrum of specialists' competencies changes towards the need to develop new skills. The 
designer, as a specialist, is expected to be distinguished by a wide range of knowledge, a creative approach to 
solution of the stated problems, flexibility of thinking, ability to organizational and research work. The aim of the 
article is to determine necessary competencies of modem designers by analyzing relevant programs for professional 
training of students in higher educational institutions ofUkraine. 

2. Analysis of recent researches and publications 
The one of the founders of competence-oriented approach are Lyne Spencer and Signe Spencer, who have 

conducted the researches on identification and significance of competences in personnel management since the early 
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1970s, based on the works of D. McCielland [I]. The ideas that competence and knowledge are the critical sources 
of competitive advantages have been supported in the late 1980s - early 1990s and have been transformed into the 
concept of Competency-Based Education in the USA, which is based on business requirements for graduates of 
higher educational institutions regarding the application of knowledge when making decisions in specific 
situations [2]. 

In 1986, the International Board of Standards for Training, Performance and Instruction (IBSTPI) developed the 
basic set of competences in the field of training, resulting from researches, discussions and approvals by a team of 
scientists and professionals in the field of design. In 2000 and 2012, the Board reviewed the competences of 
Instructional Designers due to the changes in basic theories, practices, technologies and developments compiling the 
field of educational design. In our days, there are twenty-two (22) updated ID competences, which are grouped into 
five (5) areas and supported by one hundred and five (105) statements on efficiency [4). 

In accordance with the research ofO.V. Varetskaya [5], scientists along with the concept of competence use the 
concept of competency, which is synonymous or divergent in meaning (this was founded in the 1960s). In English, 
they are synonyms (competence), which leads to some confusion due to their inconsistent use. Foreign scientists 
also use the term competency to refer to professional competences. 

Kalashnikova S.A. [I] explains that the concept of competency is older than the concept of competence with 
regard to their usage in the education system and in the vocational training system. Having examined the definitions, 
provided by the dictionaries, she presents the results: "The competency means the authority and experience. 
Competent means qualified. The competence is the quality, the terms of reference". The author concludes that the 
competency is the ability of a person to perform a certain (in particular, professional) activity effectively, and the 
competences are the personal characteristics of a person, which determine his or her behavior and affect the level of 
performance of a certain (in particular, professional) activity. A.O. Kasich [2] states that, according to the 
International Board of Standards for Training, Performance and Instruction (IBSTPI), the competency is the ability 
to perform an activity, to carry out a task or work in a qualified manner. At the same time, the concept of 
competency includes a set of knowledge, skills and attributes that enable the individual to perform an activity or to 
carry out the defined functions effectively, aimed at attaining of certain standards in the profession or the type of 
activity. 

The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) defines the competency as the ability to 
meet complex demands or to complete tasks successfully [6]. According to the Tuning project [7], the result of the 
study is formulated as a level of competency that a student must attain. Competencies are a dynamic combination of 
cognitive and meta-cognitive abilities, skills, knowledge and understanding, interpersonal, mental and practical 
abilities and skills, and ethical values. The development of these competencies is the purpose of all academic 
programs, which are based on a centuries-old heritage of knowledge and understanding. The current stage of 
development of Ukrainian society is accompanied by the formation of a new education system. This process is 
characterized by significant innovative changes in pedagogical theory and the individualization of educational 
programs. The modernization of the current education system is aimed at achieving the correspondence between the 
educational process and the practice of management, the development of information management skills; the 
graduate must solve scientific and practical problems creatively. The competence-oriented approach became crucial 
in the preparation of specialists after the adoption of the Law of Ukraine "On Higher Education" in 2014 [8), which 
intensified Ukraine's entry to the European educational space. 

3. Presentation of tbe main material 
The adoption of the Law of Ukraine "On Higher Education" in 2014 intensified the conduction of scientific and 

pedagogical researches and developments in the field of competency approach to the training of specialists. The 
Law defines that "the competency is a dynamic combination of knowledge, abilities and practical skills, the ways of 
thinking, professional, ideological and civil qualities, moral and ethical values, which determines the capability of 
the person to perform professional and further educational activities successfully and is the result of training at a 
certain level of higher education" [8). 

The achievement of a certain level of specialist's competence is essential as well. At the first level of 
competence, a person has an incomplete orientation in terms of tasks of this type and is capable to solve only single 
tasks of this type. The second level of competence provides the solution for specific types of tasks of this type, with 
the use of generalized methods with understanding of conditions and limits of their applicability. The level of 
generalization of the methods used allows solving certain groups of tasks within this type of tasks, but not any tasks. 
The third level of competence provides for the solution of any tasks of this type by different methods, taking full 
account of the existing conditions of the task. In this case, the essential conditions of the task are identified 
independently [2]. 

The conditions of development of clothing market and production point to restructurisation, which has taken 
place and is taking place in these areas of production. Due to the increased competition in the garment industry, a lot 
of enterprises were restructured: they reduced the production, transformed from large-scale garment enterprises into 
medium-scale and small-scale enterprises, and focused of the production of garments, which were in demand. The 
network of private ateliers specializing in the production of items of a specific range or from the certain types of 
materials (knitwear, fur, leather, fabric) has increased significantly. Design studios and Fashion Houses have 
become widespread. The labor market is also changing. Specialists in the design and the technologies of 
manufacturing of garments are expected to complete the entire process of designing of the product. The 
management of the enterprise, regardless of its capacity or form of ownership, wants to hire a specialist, who is 
oriented in modem technologies of designing and artistic decoration of clothes, can design complex, interesting 
models of clothes ofvarious assortment, made from different materials, etc. 
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An important component of training of specialists in the design of garments is a thorough knowledge of the laws 
of human functioning in the environment and the creation of the modern competitive clothes on this basis, which has 
enhanced ergonomic and aesthetic properties. The problem of training of personnel, who can perform computer 
modeling of clothes and create the products with predicted characteristics, is also important. Computer technologies 
have become an integral part of the process of designing and manufacturing of the clothes for many businesses. The 
amount and types of works performed by computer programs depend on the features, capabilities and needs of the 
production itself. 

The authors of the article [9] analyze the production activity of garment manufacturing companies and firms, 
which operate in Europe, China, America and take some sector in Ukraine, as well as number of large Ukrainian 
enterprises. For the most part, they use computer-aided design (CAD) systems to develop the design of the clothes 
and need the specialists with relevant professional competencies. The analysis of small and medium-sized 
enterprises demonstrates that it is financially inappropriate for them to use powerful automated systems because of 
their high cost. Instead, such enterprises make extensive use of versatile graphical programs to design new models. 
According to such conditions of production, specialists who have deep knowledge in the field of modern 
information technologies are needed. Designer should know the basics of computer graphics and be able to use 
versatile graphical programs for printing and business graphics, drawing and presentations in order to present new 
collections of garments to the consumers. 

The article [10] provides a comprehensive description of the discipline "Computer Design of the Products", 
which is taught in Kyiv National University of Technologies and Design. This discipline is key for obtaining 
important professional competencies, described above, by the future designers. According to the requirements of the 
program profile, students should know: capabilities and functions of graphical programs for creation of images of 
artistic objects; basic principles of development of systems of computer-aided design of the clothes; development of 
clothes design in automated mode; peculiarities of modification of patterns contours in CAD of clothes; 
opportunities of modern CAD for solving different stages of design of light industry products. 

The introduction of computer technologies has taken a specialist, engineer in the field of technology and design 
of garments to a new level and requires him to complete new skills. In order to train competitive and highly 
qualified specialists, it is necessary to do some solid work on theoretical and practical basics of computer-aided 
design and construction of clothes. As S.A. Kalashnikova points out, paradigm changes in education is associated 
with the transition from qualifications to competences, from knowledge-oriented education to the focus on personal 
competences for effective life [1]. The emphasis on the student's acquisition of a certain competency or set of 
competencies leads to the transparency of purposes of a certain educational program [7, p. 16]. 

We have analyzed the educational programs of higher education institutions of Ukraine, which provide training 
in the specialties "Artistic Design, Design and Technologies of Garments", "Technologies and Design of Garments" 
and "Design of Clothes", such as Kyiv National University of Culture and Arts [11], Kharkiv State Academy of 
Design and Fine Arts [12], Kherson National Technical University [13], Mukachevo State University [14], Lutsk 
National Technical University [15], and so on. 

At Kyiv National University of Technologies and Design, the educational-professional program "Modeling, 
Designing and Artistic Decoration of Light Industry Products" is focused on modern scientific researches in the field 
of designing and mode ling of clothes; it takes into account the specifics of the work of sewing enterprises of various 
capacity in the fashion industry, presents up-to-date specializations to the students, within which they determine the 
directions of their professional and scientific career. The emphasis of educational program is on the formation and 
development of professional competencies of future specialists in the field of design of the products, on the study of 
theoretical and methodological provisions, organizational and practical tools for the creation of highly aesthetic, 
ergonomic, competitive clothes and other light industry products. Professional competencies, which, among other 
things, are acquired by students during the study of the educational program "Modeling, Design and Artistic 
Decoration of Light Industry Products" [16], include: ability to solve a wide range of specialized problems and tasks 
in professional activity by understanding their fundamental principles and using theoretical and experimental 
methods; knowledge of the basic stages of design-technological works in light industry, acquisition of skills for 
prevention and elimination of the causes of technological disturbances; formation of a creative personality of a 
specialist in the fashion industry, who perfectly possesses modern innovative methods of design-projection and 
promotion of new models of clothes, and so on. 

Khmelnytskyi National University studies specialists of the specialty "Artistic Modeling, Design and 
Technologies of Garments". The feature of the program is integration of design-artistic and technological study of 
the light industry technologies [17]. As the result of the study, students acquire, among other things, the following 
competencies: ability to use the methods of designing, modeling and stylistic solution of the light industry products 
and to realize the project; ability to adapt and apply the latest technologies for the manufacturing of products of 
different assortment and designing of flexible technical processes, based on knowledge about the alternative 
methods of processing. 

4. Conclusions 
It is determined that the training of specialists with the use of competence-oriented approach to the training of 

specialists makes it possible to provide necessary competencies for the further effective work of graduates at 
garment enterprises. The comparative analysis of programs of designers' training at higher educational institutions 
of Ukraine, as well as the requirements of the clothing industry make it possible to identify the set of competencies, 
which are necessary for modern designers, such as: ability to organize design and creative process; knowledge of the 
basic stages of design and technological works in light industry; ability to perform technical and creative analysis of 
products; ability to design the products with different base parameters; capability to use different methods for 
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detennining materials characteristics and products of light industry and to find appropriate solutions for improving 
their quality; ability to visualize the creative idea and to reproduce creative idea in the material; knowledge of 
production equipment of different types and the ability to use it; capability to use computer technologies for solving 
project tasks; ability to develop technical documentation for the product; capability to check gannents for 
compliance with national and international standards; proficiency in professional tenninology; capability to design 
different types of clothes collections; understanding of the concepts and structure of the fashion industry; ability to 
generate new ideas. 
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